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President’s Report
Hi all hope, you are well. It was about eight weeks
ago when we started Covid 19 restrictions and we are
just starting to relax them to a point to meet with
some people. We are not called the lucky country for
nothing but good decisions and compliance were the
key ingredients for our success up to now. As the
restrictions slowly ease we would like to encourage
members to open up their workshops again for other
members to enjoy.
In the beginning of this week we had some
encouraging news from our Council on a property
near Mogo. That same afternoon Eric suggested we
visit the site for an inspection and nearly everybody
turned up. Malcolm organised a key to get in allowing
us to inspect the lay of the land. Three phase power
is close by but one might say too close for building
large sheds. But these are minor problems in the
scheme of things. Now we have to negotiate with the
Council to secure the site for us on a long term basis.
Eric, in his professional capacity from his previous
life, is busy producing workshop plans with input
from everybody’s suggestions. The suggestions come
from the survey Nick S produced including poignant
questions regarding all facets of the reconstruction.
So I would like to encourage everybody who has not
completed the survey - please do so. If members
have difficulty with the computer world please
contact a committee member and we will come to a
satisfactory conclusion. We have the opportunity to
start with a blank canvas and build a new workshop
to suit the work flow from slabbing via cutting and
milling through to the end product. Also we could
have a kitchen and first aid room separately to the
workshop which will be dust free. And I concur with
the member who suggested having a coffee machine
in the kitchen. So any suggestions will help to come
to some sort of consensus how we construct our
Club’s future.

Peter M informed me today
that we are the proud owners
of a very big jointer he moved
into our storage place. He had
help from two guys I do not
know, by the name of Driver &
Forklift to deposit the monster
into the store. To remind
everybody, the jointer is the
machine that was forced onto us by the wine tasting
group who had nothing better to do than to raise
money for us. I sincerely hope they have many more
of that sort of thing and think of us. I also would like
to extend my gratitude and appreciation to these
generous people from all the Woodies .
Please be patient with our progress as we will get
there. We had a lot of obstacles to overcome so far
this year but it only can get better. Think of the
wonderful new toys (machinery) we can play with
and to have nice conversation over a cupper with our
friends.
Stay well, stay healthy, drink some vino if you like and
hopefully next month even better news can be
reported.

Dates for Diary
Monthly Meetings

- suspended - TBA

Proposed Sales Days 2020 :
July Exhibit at Botanic Gardens, BB
TBA
September River of Art display
tentative
3rd October (long weekend) - Village Centre sales
14th November (TBC) Hospital Handmade
Markets, BB
28th November Village Centre sales

NOTE: Members seeking further information
contact Secretary Eric Simes (02) 4471 5086

Bob Shelley has been working with John Tanner honing his turning skills, and came up with this innovative 3
point steady. He says … “Took your advise and made a centre rest ,what a difference it makes when drilling
out the end grain of a long turned piece.” Bob, are you intending to share the design, or will it be under
patent restrictions?

This sculpture is a tribute to all the animals and plants that perished in the Climate Change fires. The tree, a
Coastal Grey Box, was hollowed out inside by the fire and deemed unsafe by the SES. It will be displayed with
a flickering red/orange light source inside to simulate fire. .. Nick Hopkins

As you know, resin is Keith Hartas’ trademark, and as he does not have a home workshop to
keep himself busy, he has adapted his skills to making a series of quirky keyrings using a
variety of bits and pieces set into a resin mould. Apparently its all collected junk - thrown
away earrings, electronic bits from computers, ends of guitar strings, old buttons, broken
glass & plastic, watch cogs, fishing swivels, you name it anything that looks interesting - I’m
not sure what Keith has in mind for them - maybe he
has a heap of relatives in need of Christmas presents ?

Neil has provided an update on progress on
Plockton. He has been busy filleting and sanding and
is currently planning to paint the interior before
adding the decking. Oops - he just remembered, he
needs to fit the chainplates ….. He has 3 lengths of
Sitka Spruce in the garage ready for spar making
which he says is lovely lightweight stuff (from
Anagote timbers in Sydney).

On a lighter note, Sharon has been up to it again with her toys. She has excelled this time with these lovely
painted ducks. Apparently the idea came from Ron Green who gifted a duck in jest at our December monthly
meeting, and she adapted it from there. Also Sharon has made these gorgeous chooks, each with an egg in
its tummy. What will she come up with next!

Helmut has been putting his spare time to good use, making these two tea boxes for Club sales stock - I’m
sure they won’t take long to sell! He advised : the boxes are made from teak given to me by a neighbour
who deposed of a post and rail lounge suite. Teak is very uneven in hardness and difficult to handle if you are
planning or cutting across the grain with hand tools. The wooden hinges on one of the boxes, the through
dovetails and the lid ends are from New Zealand Kauri Pine. NZ Kauri is a very rare commodity these days
and is only available in recycled form. 100mm wide 22mm thick recycled floor board is available for $15 a
linear meter, this translates to $68,000 dollars a cubic meter. In 1995 I built a vanity from Kauri Pine
floorboards for our house in Durras when the price was still reasonable. I remember after I completed the
vanity I decided to build a mirror cabinet as well and was astonished at the price increase in that short time.
The vanity was in use until 2011 when I embarked to build a new vanity more in keeping with today’s style.
Our neighbour at the time installed the vanity in their house as the vanity suited the house. In 2016 the
neighbour refurbished his bathroom and the vanity was returned to me slightly worn after 21 years but the
timber was still in perfect condition. I dismantled the vanity and stored the timber under the house. The
small pieces used on the boxes are the first use of that timber. The finish is my old formula of polyurethane,
Danish oil and turps finished off with beeswax ...Helmut

Membership Survey
As you know, on behalf of EWG, Nick Stone has put together a survey and has asked all members to take a
few minutes to complete. As Nick has said, it's particularly important right now to understand how members
are faring in these strange times with so little contact and shared activity, and how our Club can best support
each other. Your input into where and how we rebuild is also a high priority.
All items, including any identifying information, are optional. A de-identified summary of responses will be
circulated to all members once we wrap it up.
If you have any issues with completing the survey there are a few different ways it can be completed so just
get in contact with Nick on 0409 433904 or email nick8june@gmail.com. I know he will be only too happy to
assist. Just in case you don’t have the link, here it is again

http://tinyurl.com/woodies2020

MEMBERS
CORNER
We thought it an opportune time to reinstigate the “Members Corner”
each month in your newsletter profiling one of our club members so
that we as readers can share in their achievements. This month we
have selected a current member, Lesley (Les) Low.
Les began his working life as an apprentice blacksmith and after
qualifying he eventually joined the ANU in Canberra. He specialized in
the making of scientific equipment requested by various faculties
within the university campus. These special projects varied
enormously, from a simple mosquito trap for scientists to use in New
Guinea in their research into malaria, to much larger design and
Les Low and Ralph Vine built this
developments such as an operating table for large animals such as
bench seat from Black Butt for a
horses or cattle. These tables were made from stainless steel and were
hydraulically operated: they are still in use today.
Retiring from the ANU, Les moved to Malua Bay, and to keep himself busy, he started up a successful lawn
mowing business, which enabled him to meet and socialize with many others in the local community. Les
moved into full retirement in mid-2008, joining our Woodworking Club and becoming involved in various
projects immediately. These included making folding picnic tables, wooden toys of all descriptions, rocking
horses/elephants and Adirondack chairs, in the workshop as well as in his own time with Val Byrne in her
workshop. He also worked with Bob Cripps in the design and making of toy cots. Les was noted for his
professional finish in everything that he made which was reflected when he received a second prize at the
2014 Eurobodalla District Show Wooden Toy Section. He was an enthusiastic supporter of all Club activities,
including slabbing days and sales days as well as many social activities where he was often accompanied by
his good friend Margaret.
Now in his 92nd year, age is catching up with Les and while he now resides in the IRT Crown Gardens
Retirement Village, he still enjoys regular outings to catch up with his friends in the Woodies (with a glass of
wine in hand, of course!). We hope you will enjoy reminiscing with this series of photos.
The Slabbing Crew at work
cutting Iron Bark on a
property up near Shallow
Crossing. This was followed
by a well-deserved sausage
sizzle BBQ.

Les and Val with a selection of the
Rocking Horses made for sales

Les and Val with
a typical Folding
Picnic Table
made for sales
days.

Left Les and his second
prize in the 2014
Eurobodalla District
Show Wooden Toy
Section.
Right Les and Margaret at
our Club’s Christmas
Party held at the
Malua Bay Bowling
Club.

Restoration Opportunities… Hand winch and plane
Nick Hopkins has offered these two items which he salvaged
from the fire wreck of his home workshop. It must have
been very painful for you Nick to scrounge through your
beloved workshop, finding only rubble and destroyed tools.
We all hope you and Heike are doing OK.

This is a new segment for the newsletter, which Malcolm has
suggested we include. I think it’s a great idea, to ensure we don’t
loose the immense of knowledge accumulated over many years
within our Club. For members recently introduced to the
pleasures of working with wood, like myself , this knowledge is
invaluable. Malcolm has kicked the segment off with this helpful
tool he found some time ago which makes the locking of drills etc in the drill chuck of a drill press. It’s simply
a small handle grip fitted onto a drill chuck key to make it easier on your hand when locking or more
importantly unlocking the drill.
Please send to either Malcolm or myself your suggestions for sharing your ’tips and tricks’ with your fellow
members.

A reminder from Eric re your vote to pay a reduced Membership Fee ….
“It was agreed at this month’s Committee meeting that given the Guild’s circumstances and the fact that our
lack of facilities may continue for some time, that we reduce our membership fees for the next year only to
$25.00 instead of the normal $45.00.
According to our Constitution changes in fees must be agreed by the membership. That’s you!
It must be remembered that the Guild has already paid out our members insurance which is slightly more
than half the membership fee.
As soon as we get over some of these Covid 19 restrictions it will be possible to open up some home workshops again where you will enjoy the Insurance cover that has already been paid on your behalf.
It is difficult to organise a vote on this issue, although I do not anticipate many objections, so could I have a
response by 10th June if you object to the proposal. Regards Eric”
So, have you replied to Eric to give him your response to this issue? If not, please send him a quick email
now. If you disagree, there is no need for an explanation, just say .. “no, I do not agree with changing the
annual membership fee” Eric’s email address is : esims@bigpond.
This would be very helpful to finalise this matter.

Editors : Malcolm McDonald and Chris Birks
Club Website : www.eurobodallawoodies.org.au
Email : ewg.mogo@yahooo.com

